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• During the month of June, financial markets
were rattled by the Fed’s decision to taper
asset purchases this fall if economic condi-
tions are firmer.

• We think that the initial market reaction to the
upcoming change in the Fed stance was too
strong. Hence, we expect most asset classes to
recover their recent losses.

• One exception are core government bond
yields. While a further rise does not appear to
be imminent, a drop back to old lows is not in
the offing either.

Some Fed officials have already reacted to the turbu-
lences. Mr. Fisher, a FOMC member, has accused
market participants to act like ‘feral hogs’. His collea-
gue, Mr. Kocherlakota, called market perceptions,
that the Fed has become more hawkish, a ‘miscon-
ception’. We are absolutely convinced that these
messages are part of a coordinated effort to calm
market sentiment, and more such comments are
likely to come.

Against this backdrop, we expect risky assets to re-
cover most of their recent losses during the coming
months. Equities, for instance, have become more
attractive from a valuation point of view following the
latest correction. If economic conditions in the peri-
phery of the euro area continue to improve gradually,
equities from these regions should be able to close
some of the performance gap which has built over the
last years. Of course, there is need to be very selec-
tive but the share prices of some companies have
suffered during this sovereign credit crisis for reasons
which are outside their control.
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Regarding core government bond yields, though, we
do not expect them to fall back to old lows. The re-
cent backup in nominal yields was not only driven by
the Fed. Yields had started to rise way before May
22 as a result of an improved macro data flow. This
will continue in the US – and to a lesser extent (and
from a different level) also in the euro area. Another
strong leg higher, though, is not in the offing either
because key rates will remain at current levels for a
prolonged period of time. We expect the Fed to
tighten its Funds Rate not before the year 2015.

As we have argued in our writings following the
FOMC meeting, those strong market movements
appear overdone to us. Most importantly, the Fed
has made clear that it will only reduce asset pur-
chases if economic conditions are firmer. Hence, if
the Fed were to taper, this should be seen as a vote
of confidence by investors in the upswing. Moreover,
the Fed will continue to buy bonds for another nine
months, thus increasing its balance sheet by another
4 pp to roughly 25% in terms of GDP.

Over the last four weeks, financial markets were
rattled by the Fed’s decision to slow bond purchases
in fall. Following the FOMC meeting on June 19, the
S&P500 has lost 6%. As for the euro area, the MSCI
EMU even shed 12%, thereby erasing all prior year-
to-date gains. Also bond markets traded much lower.
Most noteworthy was the backup in yields core
government bond markets. In the US, the yield on
10-year Treasuries rose by more than 100 bps, and
10-year Bunds gained about 60 bps. These
movements were mirrored by private and public
credit products. For instance, the yield on 10- year
BTPs backed up by 100 bps as well to reach a high
of 4.9% in late June.

Bonds Current 1M 12M

10-Year Treasuries 2.56 2.50 3.00

10-Year Bunds 1.73 1.70 2.00

Corporate Bonds Current 1M 12M

IBOXX Corp. Non Fin 183 175 140

IBOXX Corp. Sen Fin 169 160 125

Forex Current 1M 12M

USD/EUR 1.31 1.32 1.38

JPY/USD 98 99 102

Equities Current 1M 12M

S&P500 1588 1630 1710

MSCI EMU 84.0 86.5 95.0

Current values = average of last three trading days

2012 2013f 2014f 2012 2013f 2014f

US 2.2 2.0 2.7 2.1 1.5 2.0

Euro Area -0.5 -0.9 0.7 2.5 1.5 1.4

China 7.8 7.4 7.6 2.6 2.4 2.7

UK 0.3 0.8 1.3 2.8 2.7 2.4

World 2.7 2.8 3.5 2.4 2.0 2.5
f = forecast

Growth Inflation
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• The US central bank has made tapering of asset
purchases contingent on a firmer economy.

• We see activity on track to fulfill this condition by
fall so that following the September FOMC the
Fed will decide on slower asset purchases.

• This will underpin the higher yield levels
reached. We see underlying growth conditions
strong enough to withstand this financial
headwind.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

USA Klaus Wiener, Ph. D. 
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With the June 19 FOMC, the Fed has prepared markets
for slower asset purchases. However, the Fed has
made a slower stimulus conditioned on a firmer
economy. Hence, the incoming data flow from the US
will get additional attention during the coming weeks.

Underlying growth conditions sound

Regular readers of our writings know that we have for a
long time argued that the US economy has worked its
way out of the great financial crisis for good. The main
reasons are:

i) Credit growth is rising: Due to the fact that the US
commercial banking system was recapitalized much
faster than in Europe and due to rising credit demand,
bank loans are rising quite strongly again. In any free
market economy, this is a ‘conditio since qua non’ for a
sustainable upswing. Recent data have shown that C&I
loans are even rising at double-digit rates again.

ii) The housing market has turned: Being at the heart of
the financial crisis in 2007, the residential housing mar-
ket has returned quite strongly. For instance, builder
confidence is back to pre-crisis levels so that housing
activity should be able to accelerate much more (see
chart). Moreover, house prices are now on a firm
upward trend. This is indicated by all key measures of
house price inflation. For instance, based on the
S&P/CS index, house prices were up 12.1% yoy last
month.

iii) The labor market is improving: While job growth has
fallen short of the rebounds seen in earlier post-crisis
cycles, job gains were about 180K on average per
month over the last 2.5 years. This has brought the
unemployment rate down to 7.6% (from a peak of 10%
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in 2010). Moreover, gains in labor income are high
enough to sustain real private consumption – the
biggest demand component – at a trend rate of 2%. In
fact, given higher house and equity prices (leading to
positive wealth effects) and a jump in consumer con-
fidence we predict real consumer spending to accele-
rate to a rate of 2.5% next year.

Apart from these more general considerations, the
most recent indicators on durable goods orders have
confirmed this trend. Finally, the negative fiscal drag
from higher taxes and reduced spending has its
strongest impact in Q2. From now, the drag will
gradually fade.

Reduced bond purchases in fall

Against this backdrop, we expect the Fed to announce
a reduction in asset purchases at its next meeting on
September 18. Initially, the cut should be rather small
(US$ 10 to 15 bn), beginning in October. The following
meetings will then be used to gradually reduce pur-
chases further until they will end in the middle of the
year 2014. Until then, the Fed’s balance sheet will have
risen from 21.6% in terms of GDP now to about 25%
then. This is important because we agree with the Fed
that tapering is not the same as tightening.

The Fed decision to reduce asset purchases have
rattled bond markets. However, we stress that even
prior to the Fed’s signals about slower QE3, yields had
started to rise. Of the 90 bps increase in yields since
early May, 41 bps happened before Bernanke’s testi-
mony in Congress on May 22. Moreover, this rise in
yields was entirely driven by a rise in implied real rates;
inflation expectations have remained stable (see chart).
We take as a sign that a good part of the jump in
interest rates is driven by a better perception about
growth prospected. If this is correct, it will not put a
dent in peoples’ decision to buy a home or to spend on
Main Street. Also, companies should not refrain from
investing more if demand is seen rising. Hence, we
believe that the recent backup in yields is not strong
enough to derail the upswing (just like in 1994 when
even a much larger rise in Treasury yields by 300 bps
did not kill the recovery).
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Real GDP
annualized half-yearly growth rates, in % 

GDP 1.8 2.2 2.0 2.7
   Consumer spending 2.5 1.9 2.3 2.5
   Gov. consumption -3.1 -1.7 -4.0 -2.0
   Investment 6.6 8.7 8.0 8.9
    - residential inv. -1.4 12.1 15.5 13.0

    - structures 2.8 10.8 5.0 7.0

    - equipment/software 11.0 6.9 5.5 8.0
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   Net trade 0.1 0.1 -0.0 -0.1

   Domestic demand 1.9 2.1 1.9 2.6

Consumer prices 3.1 2.1 1.5 2.0

Unemployment rate2) 9.0 8.1 7.4 6.8

Budget balance3) -8.7 -7.2 -4.5 -3.3

Fed Funds Rate4) 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.13

1) Unless noted otherwise, annual % changes, net trade and inventories: growth contribution

GDP 2) yearly average as %, 3) in terms of GDP, federal deficit 4) as %; year-end
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• Recent indicators support our view that euro
area activity bottoms out towards year-end.

• The downside risks emanating from China
increased as of late.

• ECB to maintain a dovish policy stance but not
to implement a negative deposit rate

Market Trends
July/ August 2013

Euro Area Dr. Martin Wolburg, CIIA 
Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5061

In June, key sentiment indicators advanced further
thereby supporting the case for a bottoming out of
activity towards the end of the year.

Most importantly, the (flash) composite PMI came in at
48.9, up by 1.2 points from. Rising sentiment could also
be observed in the services (48.6, from 47.2 in May) as
well as in the manufacturing sector (48.7, from 48.3 in
May). The broad-based improvement of purchasing
manager sentiment is in line with the signals indicators
like the ZEW and the Sentix already gave. Furthermore,
national sentiment indicators like the German IFO or
the French Insee paint a similar picture. Most
importantly, the forward-looking components broadly
improved which in the past coincided with higher future
activity (see top-chart). Moreover, the flash PMIs
indicate that the two-speed development within the core
economies has diminished. The French composite PMI
rose more strongly (by 2.2 points) than its German
counterpart (by 0.7 points). The gap between both
economies has receded to a level last seen in October.

Weaker export orders hint at external risks

However, a grain of salt in the latest surveys came from
the export sector. New export orders receded possibly
reflecting the deceleration of global activity, especially
in China. This conjecture is supported by the fact that
orders in the heavily Asia-exposed German
manufacturing sector declined whereas they advanced
in France. China’s importance as a trading partner for
the euro area rose over the last years. At present 6% of
all goods exports go to China but it heavily contributed
to export activity as exports grew strongly. If the
increased risks emanating from China materialized this
would be bad news for the euro area recovery. Not only
exports would suffer but also the recent turn in the
inventory component should prove temporary leading to
renewed de-stocking.
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Exit from recession towards year-end

We stick to our growth forecast. For Q2, the set of
available indicators hint at an easing of recession. The
start in Q2 was good as the April data for industrial
production and construction output show that activity
picked up compared to the quarter before (by 1.1% and
0.8%). In contrast, retail sales are down (by 0.8%). For
the second half of the year, the brightening factors just
discussed hint at a bottoming out of activity but the
development in China became a downside risk. All in
all, we left our below consensus growth forecast of -
0.9% (against the consensus of -0.6%) unchanged.

ECB to maintain a dovish policy stance

The ECB cut its key rate to 0.5% in May and committed
itself to leave the full allotment procedure in repo
operations in place at least until mid-2014. The ECB
continues to think about a negative deposit rate and the
acceptance of ABS-based bonds of small and medium
sized firms. While the latter measures need careful
preparation but will according to latest ECB
communication come we do not expect a negative
deposit rate to be implemented.

Most importantly, there are signs for improving activity
and the ECB foresees a return to growth in second half
of this year. A negative deposit rate would put pressure
on the euro which could be interpreted as a beggar-
thy-neighbor policy and the experience of Denmark
shows that the bank lending rates barely changed. We
think that the hurdles for a negative deposit rate are
very high. The ECB should seriously think about this
only in case of a markedly deteriorated outlook when
the beneficial effects from such a step could gain the
upper hand. A flatter money market curve and hence
higher demand for government bonds and lower
interest payments for (especially peripheral, see
bottom chart previous page) housholds with mortgages
contractually linked to the Euribor are to be mentioned
as the key effects. In its latest comments ECB officials
continue to emphasize that they are technically and
operationally ready to introduce negative deposit rates.
We view this only as a confirmation of a dovish policy
stance and expect the ECB to stay on hold for the time
being.
. 

GDP 1.5 -0.5 -0.9 0.7

Consumer spending 0.1 -1.3 -0.8 0.4

Gov. consumption -0.2 -0.3 0.1 -0.1

Total fixed investment 1.6 -3.9 -1.9 0.5

Inventories -0.1 -0.4 -0.3 0.0

Net trade 0.9 1.5 0.3 0.4

Domestic demand 0.4 -1.7 -0.9 0.3

Consumer prices 2.7 2.5 1.5 1.4

Unemployment rate2) 10.2 11.3 12.4 12.0

Budget balance3) -4.4 -3.3 -3.2 -2.8

ECB refi rate4) 1.00 0.75 0.50 0.50
1) unless noted otherwise, annual % change, net trade and inventories: growth contribution 
to GDP, 2) yearly average as %, 3) ratio of budget balance to nominal gdp, 4) as %; year-
end
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• The recent market turbulences did not affect
JGBs and thus we see the BoJ in a wait-and-see
mode. Abe’s growth strategy will likely be
sharpened after the upper house elections.

• We expect growth to remain strong throughout
the year.

Market Trends
July/August 2013 

Japan Dr. Christoph Siepmann 
Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5050

The recent market turbulences affected Japan only in
part. While stock markets slumped and the yen re-
appreciated, long-term Japanese government bond
yields stayed broadly flat at about 0.85% since mid
May. We attribute this to the large JGB buying of the
BoJ which amounts to about 120% of the fiscal deficit
and therefore exerts a strong influence. We expect 10-
year JGBs to stay at this level, going forward. Thus,
monetary policy has largely lived up to its possible
short-term contribution and we expect no further action
from the central bank over the rest of the year. Latest
discussions referred more to the “third arrow” of PM
Abe, i.e. the growth strategy. Markets did not consider
announcements in mid-June a break-through. How-
ever, the latest election victory of the ruling coalition in
the Tokyo area bodes well for the government parties
to also secure a victory in the upper house election and
thus to end the long standing gridlock in the Diet. As
such, expectations towards more fundamental struc-
tural reforms after the election are running high.

Growth to remain above potential

With regard to growth, according to BoJ calculations
real exports receded slightly in May. However, in
general they continued to trend up and net exports will
likely contribute positively to growth in Q2. Despite the
recent setback in the yen which corrected only partially
so far, competitiveness of Japanese products has defi-
nitely risen and industrial production responded with a
astonishingly strong rate of 2% mom. On the domestic
side, we expect the implementation of the fiscal policy
package worth 2.1% of GDP to become more visible.
With regard to private consumption, May retail sales
surprised on the upside. However, consumption growth
will likely soften somewhat in Q2 after 3.6% qoq ann in
Q1 due to a base and a weaker wealth effect after the
marked correction on the stock markets. Nevertheless,
the depreciation of the yen, the fiscal package and the
swing demand ahead of the sales tax increase in spring
2014 bode well for above potential growth this year.

Main Forecasts1) 2011 2012e 2013f 2014f

GDP -0.8 2.0 1.8 1.2

 Consumer spending 0.5 2.3 1.5 0.6

 Government consumption 1.4 2.7 1.8 1.0

 Investment 1.2 4.3 2.5 1.2

 Inventories -0.7 0.0 0.1 0.1

 Net trade -0.8 -0.8 0.0 0.2

 Domestic demand 0.2 2.8 1.8 0.8

Consumer prices -0.3 0.0 0.1 2.1

Unemployment rate2) 4.6 4.4 4.1 4.0

Budget balance3) -9.0 -9.9 -10.2 -8.8

Overnight rate4) 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05
1) unless noted otherwise, annual % changes, net trade and inventories: growth contribution to 

GDP 2) yearly average as %, 3) in terms of GDP, general government 4) as %; year-end
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• The poor HSBC flash manufacturing PMI and the
latest spike in SHIBOR rates prompted us to
revise our growth forecast for China down.

• Medium term, we see exports to improve again
while domestic demand is likely to ease slightly.
We expect growth at 7.4% this year.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

China Dr. Christoph Siepmann 
Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5050

Over the last weeks, growth scares with regard to
China have intensified markedly due to both, weak in-
coming data and the spike in the Shanghai interbank
offered rate (SHIBOR). On the data side, the HSBC
flash manufacturing PMI dropped markedly to 48.3
index points. The main culprit was “new export orders”
which slumped by nearly five index points to its lowest
level since early 2009. By contrast, overall “new
orders” were much less affected but still also deterio-
rated. The HSBC PMI pictures China in the midst of an
inventory correction driven by weak international
demand. By contrast, the latest official NBS PMI was
less pessimistic with regard to domestic demand and
last month’s macro data set broadly supported this
view. Urban investment in industrial production (IP)
still rose in line with previous results. Nevertheless, the
inventory correction is likely to cut more deeply into
production than previously expected and has become
unlikely to be overcome quickly as the US ISM also
continued to recede.

New domestic demand uncertainties

In addition, financial markets saw a strong spike in the
SHIBOR rates. This was the result of several factors
including a drop in foreign exchange inflows, seasonal
factors and upcoming obligations on maturing wealth
management products. After the PBoC initially refused
to help out, it reversed course and provided liquidity to
some institutions. We consider the PBoC action as a
deliberate move to limit shadow banking and the
strong growth in total social financing (TSF). Its impact
will likely lie more on financial institutions correcting
their behavior than in high interest rates themselves.
Going forward, TSF growth is likely to ease and this
will make it more complicated for real estate and local
governments to secure financing. Thus, we expect
domestic demand to tend to ease slightly and overall
growth to stay lackluster but not to fall off a cliff. Due to
the poor data and rising risks we revised our growth
and inflation outlook down to 7.4% and 2.4% this year.
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• Government yields continued their upward trend
in June, accelerated further by the perceived
Fed’s hawkish shift. In this environment,
peripheral bonds held up rather well and
sovereign spreads widened only moderately.

• In light of already priced key rate hike
expectations, we do not expect the current sell-
off to continue. Rather, core yields should fall a
bit and peripheral spreads are expected to
tighten on a one-month view again.

• Our duration stance remains unchanged. We
stick to the neutral duration for core bonds and
prefer a long position in peripheral bonds.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

Bonds/Fixed Income Strategy
Dr. Florian Späte, CIIA

Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5052

The strong backup in core yields which started at the
beginning of May continued in June. It even
accelerated as the Fed upgraded its assessment of the
economy and signaled a reduction of asset purchases
later in 2013 (see US section). As a result, 10-year
yields on both sides of the Atlantic rose strongly, in the
euro area by nearly 30 bps to 1.73% and in the US
even by more than 40 bps to 2.56%. Accordingly, the
forecast spread widening actually occurred. The
Transatlantic spread has risen to more than 80 bps –
the highest level for three years. The nominal yield
increase was only driven by higher real yields. In fact,
inflation expectations even fell by around 10 bps, both
in the euro area and in the US.

In this difficult environment peripheral bonds did fairly
well. Although spreads widened moderately in June,
they are still well below the level at the end of the first
quarter and in contrast to core bonds the total return
since the start of the year is still in positive territory.

Too much Fed tightening already priced

Given the fact that real yields in the US (at 0.5%) and
in the euro area (at 0.2%) are still low by historical
comparison and the macroeconomic perspectives
should brighten, we forecast core yields to increase
further on a medium-term view. However, short term
there is only limited leeway for a continuation of the
sell-off. Not only the fact that the current sell-off has
been the strongest since 2010 and a technical
correction appears overdue, bond markets got a bit
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ahead of themselves as they have priced a first key
rate hike in the US already at the end of 2014.

However, a reduction of asset purchases should not
be confounded with a tighter monetary policy. We
expect the Fed to continue its purchases (although
with a decreasing volume) until mid 2014. Moreover,
the US central bank stressed that an unemployment
rate of 6.5% will not be an automatic trigger for a first
key rate hike. Recent comments from FOMC members
point in the same direction and ECB President Draghi
pointed out that abandoning the extremely
accommodative policy stance in the euro area is still
far off. Hence, we expect bond markets to be
tempered by reality. Accordingly, core yields should
trend slightly downwards in the weeks to come.

Peripheral bonds to outperform

The expected bottoming out of the euro area economy
and the well advanced funding bode well for peripheral
bonds. What is more, although the fundamental
situation in peripheral countries should remain difficult
in the foreseeable future, the long term perspectives
have improved thanks to the reform efforts. Structural
budget deficits are already below the pre-crisis level
and current account balances have narrowed or even
turned to surplus, hinting to an improved competitive-
ness. Beyond that, market momentum points to a self
healing effect of bond markets. Volatility of peripheral
bond yields is much lower than in summer 2012 and
the correlation between core and peripheral yields has
turned positive again. This points to a perceived lower
risk of peripheral bonds and should support them
going forward. Consequently, we expect peripheral
bonds to outperform core bonds in the weeks to come.

Our portfolios

Although core yields are forecast to trend downwards,
on balance we do not see a significant movement.
Hence, we prefer to stay on the sidelines for the time
being and stick to our neutral duration stance.

With respect to peripheral bonds we are more
constructive. We stick to our long duration stance and
even increase the recommended duration slightly to
0.37 years. The expected total return of our portfolio
on a one-month horizon is 0.60%.

Mark-to-Market Portfolios
Maturity Modified Current Coupon Rolldown Shock Benchmark Portfolio

Class Duration Yield Return Return Return * Weights Weights

1-3y 1.83 0.30% 0.21% -0.19% 0.05% 22.83% 22.83%
3-5y 3.65 0.83% 0.24% -0.17% 0.11% 20.09% 20.09%
5-7y 5.26 1.31% 0.28% -0.18% 0.16% 12.23% 12.23%

7-10y 7.27 1.83% 0.23% -0.08% 0.22% 19.82% 19.82%
10+y 13.40 2.73% 0.29% -0.06% 0.42% 25.03% 25.03%
Cash n.a. 0.08% 0.01% n.a. n.a. 0.00% 0.00%

Benchmark 6.59 1.44% 0.25% -0.13% 0.20%
Portfolio 6.59 1.44% 0.25% -0.13% 0.20%

Duration Dev. (Jul): 0.00 Duration Dev. (Jun): 0.00 Change: 0.00
* Forecast 1-Month Horizon

Characteristic Numbers of Benchmark and Optimized Portfolio (core bonds)

Mark-To-Market Portfolios
Maturity Modified Current Coupon Rolldown Shock Benchmark Portfolio

Class Duration Yield Return Return Return * Weights Weights

1-3y 1.84 2.40% 0.30% -0.10% 0.13% 24.66% 16.03%
3-5y 3.44 3.40% 0.35% -0.07% 0.21% 16.94% 14.79%
5-7y 5.06 3.99% 0.36% -0.03% 0.27% 15.95% 21.53%

7-10y 6.59 4.49% 0.38% -0.01% 0.31% 16.63% 22.45%
10+y 10.61 5.02% 0.41% 0.00% 0.39% 25.82% 25.20%
Cash n.a. 0.08% 0.01% n.a. n.a. 0.00% 0.00%

Benchmark 5.68 3.85% 0.36% -0.05% 0.26%
Portfolio 6.05 4.02% 0.37% -0.04% 0.27%

Duration Dev. (Jul): 0.37 Duration Dev. (Jun): 0.29 Change: 0.08
* Forecast 1-Month Horizon

Characteristic Numbers of Benchmark and Optimized Portfolio (peripheral bonds)
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• In the short term risk aversion should continue to
play a negative role. In a longer perspective
however, low capex, upcoming de-leveraging
phase, end of monetary accommodation are all
factors favoring NF corporate bonds.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

Corporate Bonds (Non-Financials) dott. Fabrizio Barbini 
Phone: +39 040 671-386

Since credit differentials are linked to the business
cycle, the duration of the widening and tightening
phases of spreads depends on the intensity of
inflection points originating from shocks of the
economy. In particular, in the last three boom/busts of
capital markets (in 89-90 with the S&L’s crisis, in 2000
with the dotcom bubble and with the current crisis), the
ebbing phase of the crisis has been characterized by
longer spread compression periods compared to other
‚normal‘ business cycles. Given the depth of the
current two-stage crisis (Subprime first, Sovereign
then) there is matter to gauge that the current spread
compression will unfold for longer, having only equalled
so far the duration after the dotcom bubble.

The interaction between the credit cycle and the
business cycle has obvious implications on monetary
policy. To this respect it is to be noted that when
Central Banks enter a tightening phase (top chart),
spreads tend to compress further thanks to the
dampening effect of growing earnings on leverage – a
reason to deem corporate bonds more adequate as
fixed income instruments in an environment of rising
interest rates.

From a micro standpoint we note that indeed we are in
a re-leveraging phase of Non-inancial companies.
However the said increase of leverage is mainly due to
declining earnings, and usually when corporates record
unintentional leveraging, leverage tends to decline in
the subsequent period. Besides, we note that the
intensity of the ongoing gearing is weak thanks to the
weak capital spending cycle of corporates during this
troublesome juncture.

These constructive drivers will have to cope with the
rising risk aversion due to the pending Fed policy
change. To this respect we think that once markets
metabolize the shifting monetary regime this asset
class will positively factor the growth driver specially
coming from the US and the stabilization of the
Sovereign risk premium.
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• Yields and spreads rose markedly in June as
markets were shocked by the tapering
announcement of the Fed.

• In the coming weeks, we expect markets to
focus again on improving macro fundamentals
and thus forecast spreads to tighten again.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

Corporate Bonds (Financials) Thomas Jacob 
Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5025

In the last month, markets continued to be unsettled by
the prospect of a less accommodative monetary policy
stance of the Fed. This led to strongly rising
government bond yields, a marked increase in risk
aversion and major corrections on equity markets. Not
surprisingly, financial corporate bonds also suffered in
this environment. The yield level of the iBoxx Senior
Financials index shot up by nearly 50 bps since the end
of May from 1.85% to more than 2.30%. While this
increase was predominantly driven by higher
underlying Bund yields, the spread nevertheless also
widened by 20 bps to a level of slightly below 170 bps.

While support for all asset classes from monetary
policy in the US will clearly become less strong in the
future, we deem the latest market reaction as
somewhat overdone. Therefore, it is likely in our view
that once investors have digested the first shock and
shift their focus back on fundamentals, markets will
regain at least some of the recent losses. Risky assets
should for example benefit from higher growth in the
US in the second half of the year and also from a
bottoming out of economic activity in the euro area.
The latter is very important for the financial sector, as it
brightens the outlook for profits which are very much
subdued so far. Especially for banks in the euro area
periphery a less dire economic environment would be
very helpful, not least to dampen the worrisome upward
trend of non-performing loans.

All in all, we expect demand for this asset class to stay
robust as investors are still in need of investments
which offer a yield pick-up. This should, together with
the still negative net issuance and a general decline in
risk aversion, drive spreads of senior financials lower
again in the coming weeks. Additionally, total returns
should benefit from a setback in the underlying Bunds
yield. That said, in light of the nearing decision on the
Recovery and Resolution Directive in the EU, investors
should and probably will become increasingly selective
regarding issuers.
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• The US dollar strengthened after the Fed sig-
naled to taper quantitative easing (QE) later this
year. Against the euro, however, this was just
enough to pare losses suffered earlier in June.
EM currencies, by contrast, sold off broadly.

• We do not deem the recent decline in the
USD/EUR an inflection point since short-term
yields in the US remain well anchored.

• In the EM space, we observe a stronger
discrimination with regard to external
vulnerabilities, which could persist for longer.

Market Trends
July/August 2013

Currencies Dr. Thomas Hempell, CFA 
Phone: +49 221 / 4203-5023

The euro strengthened markedly during the first half of
June on better economic data and trimmed concerns
about a negative deposit rate in the euro area.
Following the Fed’s announcement to start tapering
QE later this year, the USD/EUR pared these gains
and ended the month almost sideways on balance. EM
currencies sold off sharply after the Fed’s
announcement, extending losses initiated in early May
when longer-dated US Treasury yields had started to
rise.

USD/EUR not yet at an inflection point

The marked leg lower in the USD/EUR on QE tapering
concerns has raised expectations that the dollar
strength from the past two weeks could form the basis
for a stronger rally in the US dollar. We do not see
such an inflection point yet. First, QE in the US
remains a headwind to the Greenback. The Fed’s
assets will continue to grow markedly (by roughly 0.5%
of GDP per month), while the ECB’s balance sheet
should continue to contract on ongoing LTRO
repayments. In this sense, we deem the recent leg
down in the USD/EUR rather a one-off event on
adjusted QE expectations than a persistent tailwind to
the dollar. Second, the Fed has stressed that despite
plans to taper QE, an increase in the Fed Funds Rate
remained far off. We continue to forecast a first hike in
mid 2015. This means that short-term yields in the US
will remain tied to about current levels at least for the
remainder of this year. Given the continued importance
of 2-year yield differentials for the USD/EUR, the Fed’s
separation principle (tapering QE without signaling
earlier rate hikes) makes a sustained USD/EUR
decline unlikely at the current stage. On the contrary,
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Currencies

market expectations of a first key rate hike already in
late 2014 could be rather unwound on a Fed that now
seems eager to talk down a too hawkish view taken by
markets. Finally, the external positions (negative in the
US, while positive in the euro area) continue to favor a
somewhat higher USD/EUR. While short term,
uncertainties about the future of US monetary policy
could keep a lid on the USD/EUR, our year-end
forecast remains for a rise towards the 1.35-.40
USD/EUR range.

EM currencies under pressure

The by far strongest impact from the Fed’s tapering
talk has been discernible on EM space. The Australian
dollar (AUD) – which is strongly exposed to EM via
commodity exports – continued its slide from May. But
also almost all other EM currencies slid against the
dollar, with the Indian rupee (INR) and the Brazilian
real (BRL) leading the losses.

While the near-term impact from the QE tapering
announcement seems excessive in parts, the recent
movements in the FX space may still give a flavor of
what we may expect from the further (albeit very
gradual) normalization of yields in the advanced
economies. For this purpose, we look at the
performance of currencies since end-April, when
mounting speculation about QE tapering started to
move 10-year Treasury yields up by more than 80 bps
to date (see charts on the left). EMs have virtually sold
off, as did commodity-intensive currencies as the
Norwegian crown (NOK), the Russian ruble (RUB) or
the Canadian dollar (CAD).

External vulnerabilities more in the focus again

The violent moves in the EM space also point to a
stronger market discrimination with regard to
fundamental vulnerabilities. Countries with elevated
current account deficits were hit particularly hard, as
did currencies with a low real yield (i.e. a relative high
inflation rate relative to the central banks’ policy rate).
We expect some stabilization after the recent violent
moves. That said, with positioning for an end to the
Fed’s cheap money unlikely to reverse, the increased
focus on external vulnerabilities should persist for
longer.
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dott. Michele Morganti
Phone: +39 040 / 671-599

We think the US economy is going to accelerate and
from here to the end of 2014 we expect near 50 bps of
additional growth to materialize. This in turn translates
into a target for the S&P at 1700 by the end of 2013,
with profits at least at US$ 110 p.s. In Europe the real
economy is much weaker but recently its momentum
(relevant for equities, see chart) gave some signs of
stabilization: Fiscal policy relaxation, light inventories,
low input costs and inflation are some of the reasons.
This scenario, even using higher 10-year rates than
current ones is coherent with a 10% upside for Europe.
In Japan we bet on a continuation of Abe’s policy and
good economic data for the reminder of the year. Next
elections should provide a strong majority and then the
start of Abe’s structural reform program. Valuation:
Should the policy be confirmed (as we believe) at least
consensus earnings should materialize. In this scenario
the Japanese 12m fwd PE’s, currently at 13x (see
chart), can easily inflate: We remain positive. Emerging
economies are not as competitive as before so their
earnings trend is relatively weak. But this tendency
started in 2010 in anticipation of a weaker economic
development which finally materialized and now is
exacerbated by the emerging bond burst (via higher US
yields): So this could represent the last phase of their
underperformance, but for the time being we stay
underweight emerging markets.

Higher yields should persist for longer but this is not
necessarily negative for equities. Volatility induced by
higher rates added to already stretched market
sentiment indicators in US which in turn ignited the
current set-back. A slower growth in China and
discussions on a banking union and rescue mecha-
nisms in Europe are not helping too. In conclusion we
slowly accumulate during this set-back knowing that this
weak phase can last for longer, till the US yield will
have found a new equilibrium at higher levels.

• The S&P is only slightly undervalued but with
good momentum. On valuation ground, Europe
has more upside (10%).
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Equities performed well before the first Fed hike and
since 2007 also positively when yields went up and the
yield curve steepened. The 1994 case is different: real
yields went up from near 3.5% to 6%, a much higher
level vs today’s one. Of course we have to reckon the
meaning of higher rates, where supposed higher growth
is the benign factor on which equities can base their
positive response: as a matter of fact since May cyclical
sectors outperformed while defensive and interest
sensitive underperformed. Furthermore, past behavior
of equities vs both real and nominal yields trend
suggest the following: Starting from a low level, an
increase in long yields produces stable-to-higher PE’s.
Till a point, beyond the 4-5% long yield level, from
which PE’s start to decline. Our valuation assessment is
“safe” from current and even higher long yields: We use
3.4% as a US long yield in discounting future earning
growth and a 2% real yield when using long-term input
series (100 years): We derive the targeted risk premium
(and consequently a 1700-1750 S&P tgt) given our EPS
forecast for 2013 (US$ 110 ps), and reasonable inflation
bands (1-4%). Furthermore so far the risk premium has
been also a function of consumer confidence’ trend and
on this respect the message is positive (see chart).

Europe: financial fragmentation and the fiscal drag are
both declining and global activity should stabilize (50%
of EU corporate revenues are made abroad). Unit labor
costs in Southern Europe are coming down and current
accounts are getting better. Higher capacity utilization
(depressed capex) and low input costs are supportive
for margins: Our models see a 6% EPS growth in 2013
and 10% in 2014 and consequently a 10% upside using
a risk free rate at 3% (50bp higher than current levels).

Finally, not all the negative news surrounding the
market today are rally “negative”: 1) the new Fed stance
is positive for the long term (gold price is weaker…); 2)
Rotation from bonds into equities can accelerate when
equities are not expensive and bonds begin to be
seriously at risk. 3) Chinese recent slowdown is in part
self-induced as authorities want to neutralize the credit
risks which lie in the economy. Similarly, this EM bond
crisis helps to calm the credit bubble formation in Asia,
in particular the dollar-denominated one. 4) After the
Draghi’s put, Europe can enjoy better GIIPS current
accounts, a lower fiscal drag and some relevant
structural reforms.

Market Trends
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Name Jul-13 Jun-13 May-13 Apr-13 Mar-13 Feb-13

MSCI EUROPE AUTO & COMPO $ 0 0 0 0 0 -1

MSCI EUROPE BANKS $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE CAP GDS $ 0 1 1 1 1 1

MSCI EUROPE COML/PROF SVS U$ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE CONS DUR/APP $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE CONS SVS $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE DIV FIN $ 1 1 1 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE ENERGY $ 1 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE FD/STAPLES RTL $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE FD/BEV/TOB $ -1 0 0 1 1 1

MSCI EUROPE H/C EQ/SVS $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE H/H PERS PRD $ 0 0 0 1 1 1

MSCI EUROPE INSURANCE $ 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

MSCI EUROPE MATERIALS $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE MEDIA $ 0 0 0 0 0 1

MSCI EUROPE PH/BIO L SCI $ -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

MSCI EUROPE REAL ESTATE $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE RETAILING $ -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

MSCI EUROPE S/W & SVS $ 1 1 1 1 1 1

MSCI EUROPE TCH H/W/EQ $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE S/CON&S/CON EQ $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE T/CM SVS $ -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1

MSCI EUROPE TRANSPT $ 0 1 1 0 0 0

MSCI EUROPE UTILITIES $ 0 0 0 0 0 0

EUROPEAN SECTOR ALLOCATION

Market Trends
July/August 2013

Equities - Sector Allocation

Month-to-date, the MSCI Europe has heavily lost
ground (around 4.6%). In this risk-off context, the
financial sector was the main underperformer,
followed by Materials and Semiconductors. At the
opposite, value and domestic plays like
Pharmaceuticals, Telecoms, HPC and FB&T were
the outperformers.

Given our expectations on Economy (acceleration in
US and stabilization in Europe), we reiterate our
positive call on Cyclicals because they should be the
major beneficiaries of this improving momentum. We
slightly change the bets, shifting tactically out of real-
economy players.

The allocation upgrades are the following:

- Energy (from Neutral to OW): valuation is cheap
and revisions are rebounding. There are few
positive gaps (with ISM and relative EPS) that
could fuel the sector momentum. In addition, the
duration and magnitude of the underperformance
(from late ‘11 to now) is aligned with historical
precedents (’05-’07 and ‘09-’10);

- Insurance (from UW to OW): even if it is not
cheap (in the short term), the rise in long-term
yields is a major positive. Revisions continue to
be positive and very strong. Fed model is fair
from a long-term perspective.

The allocation downgrades are:

- Capital Goods and Transportation (from OW to
Neutral): this tactical downgrade wants to take
advantage of recent positive performance before
the release of 2Q results. In fact, there is the risk
that positive momentum could suffer because of
bumpy economic situation.

- Food, Beverage & Tobacco (from Neutral to UW):
revisions are worsening and valuation is rich. We
prefer to be exposed to other defensives like
HPC (better pricing power) and Food Retailing
(where the restructuring theme is continuing).

• We reiterate our bullish stance on Cyclicals.

• We raise Energy (from Neutral to OW) and
Insurance (from UW to OW). We downgrade
Transportation (from OW to Neutral), Capital
Goods (from OW to Neutral) and Food,
Beverage and Tobacco (from Neutral to UW).

dott. Luca Napolitano 
Phone: +39 040 671-563 
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